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links.Q: Eclipse Kepler; Dynamic URL-references with *.jsp and *.jspx from WEB-INF
not working I was working on a project on Eclipse Kepler (4.3.1); all of a sudden it
doesn't start anymore. This happens when I click on a JSP or a JSPX page in the project.
The following thing happens: The error I get is: org.apache.jasper.JasperException:
Unknown tag [JSP]: html My JDK is 1.7 and the project's Main-Class is in the Eclipses
src-directory. What is it about this error I can't resolve? This is only a new happening;
with older versions of Eclipse I never got this error. A: They changed the way the error
message is generated. The issue is happening because the servlet container does not
recognize the tag as an html tag. This can happen when the page contains some things in
JSP structure, which the servlet container does not understand: Also, if you are using
XHTML, there are a lot of tags which is not recognized by the container (see this
question or this question). If you are in the development phase, you should use a
different IDE, like IntelliJ. By the way, I used to have this error in IntelliJ, but it is
solved after I configured my web.xml like the guys said in the comment. Also, I suggest
you to read this link: Servlet 3.0 features and this link: Features of new Servlet 3.0
specification @prefix dash: . @prefix ex: . @prefix m f678ea9f9e
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